

**Voting**

(Continued from page 5)

phone directory, accurate to last October. After composing a copy at still another desk, she began filling out a small green card, satisfied, I assumed.

From the card I discovered I belonged to ward 5, precinct 2.1 also supplied a birthday (the draft card did nicely) and an occupation.

Now some of the information was transcribed to a huge, bound "Register of Voters"; in addition I supplied (without proof) a place of birth and an employer.

I sensed (with some trepidation) I assumed.

Voting was transcribed to a huge, bound

**Osiris**

(Continued from page 5)

bers have worried about the graduation's relevance in a day when whiteness and even fraternities are considered anachronisms. There is a certain self-conscious embarrassment displayed by the partici-

pantes, and this serves to weaken the onestrong rules, "We part in the name of Osiris is about the nature of the ritual. Osiris is supposed to be a secret, but it's rather as open one these days. Furthermore, members aren't sup-

ported to talk about what goes on in meetings, but this account of recent events follows several long tundis Osiris.

Most of the members don't think this was the case historically, however. The trend has been in recent years toward a more open forum, and somehow it seems more comes along, most consider Osiris a valuable means of keeping communication going be-

tween the three main groups in academic. MIT Besides, these dinners are rather enjoyable affairs, with songs and dances into Osiris cannot be estimated, but it probably shouldn't be underestimated, either.

**HAVE YOU BEEN TOLD TO CUT UP YOUR CARD?**

**COOLIDGE BANK**

& Trust Company

Watertown, Cambridge, Everett

Member FDIC

**Special Summer Sublets Available**

Special to MIT affiliated people ONLY. Desirable furnished and unfurnished apartments, suitable for summer of fifteen months. Studio, 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-bedroom apartments in good locations in Cambridge, Arlington, Medford, and Somerville. Avoid the fall rush; get your apartment now. For information, telephone MIT Community Housing Office at x3633 or x3596.

MIT people ONLY.

**COOLIDGE**

**POT LUCK COFFEEHOUSE**

- ENTERTAINMENT--
- ATMOSPHERE--
- FOOD & DRINK--
- and all for FREE

**EVENT**

**SUMMER SUBLET: 2BR, at 88 Beacon St., apt. 31, lease for 52nd

sum, avoid. June 1, option to renew in Sept. Furnished, unfor-

mished. Air cond., carpet, dish-

washer. Contact: James McQuay, x1724 or 492-3212.

**SUMMER SUBLET: 3BR, at 20 Beacon St., apt. 32, lease for 52nd

summer. Avail. June 1. Option to renew in Sept. Furnished, unfor-

mished. Air cond., carpet, dish-

washer. Contact: James McQuay, x1724 or 492-3212.

**GIRLS** from various area colleges enjoy living at BAYRIDGE STU-

DENT RESIDENCE, 355 Cambridge Street, 5BR, all for 52nd sum, includes room service. Phone the secretary at x3533 or x5996.

**PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING** for par-

ties, room decorations, dances, rock-

ties, room decorations, dances. Rock-

lighting catalog for rental, sales,

ties, room decorations, dances. Rock-

lighting catalog for rental, sales,
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lighting catalog for rental, sales,
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lighting catalog for rental, sales,
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